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Introducing the Baby Color Q70 IR, the ultimate color‑changing fixture designed 
to transform any space into a vibrant and captivating environment. Powered by
 seven 10W RGBW LEDs, this compact powerhouse delivers an impressive 
output that rivals larger fixtures. With its ability to produce a wide range of colors, 
including delicate pastel shades, the Baby Color Q70 IR lets you unleash your 
creativity like never before.

Equipped with a 16° beam angle, this fixture provides precise and focused 
lighting. But that’s not all – we’ve also included a diffuser that increases the 
beam angle to 25°, giving you even more flexibility in shaping your lighting design.

Control the Baby Color Q70 IR with the included IR Remote, simply point and 
click to set your desired lighting commands. The remote controller works
seamlessly with the diffusion cover, allowing you to adjust your lighting while 
facing the LEDs in front of the fixture.

Weighing just five pounds, the Baby Color Q70 IR is built for both touring and 
permanent installations. Its durable construction ensures reliability wherever 
you take it.Don’t settle for ordinary lighting when you can have extraordinary 
results with the Baby Color Q70 IR. 

Elevate your space and captivate your audience with this versatile and 
powerful color‑changing fixture.
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Features.

The Baby Color Q70 IR comes with an 
IR Remote Control that can set lighting 
commands. The controller can be used 
with the diffusion cover as long as it is 
facing the LEDs in the front of the fixture.   

COMPACT
This compact, powerful fixture is just 
five pounds, making it ideal for touring 
or permanent installations.

COMPACT

This unit is built with seven 10W 
RGBW LEDs that allow for color‑mixing 
with Red, Green, Blue and White.

RGBW 
COLOR‑MIXING
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